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Abstract
Cheating in online games is a current and ongoing problem, a subgenre of cheating Extra
Sensory Perception is a method where a cheater overlays their opponent’s location, health, and
items providing them precognition of every encounter with other players. Statistical and
behavioral analysis can not be used conclusively to differentiate ESP cheating from normal
gameplay. Drawing out cheating behavior using a games environment, without disturbing normal
gameplay, contrasting the cheater from honest players becomes an attractive solution. Can
cheaters be drawn out using a games environment?, Can it be done so it does not affect normal
gameplay?. Using reverse engineering techniques on the server’s executables and function
libraries working around limited access to the server’s source code. Implementing our ideas by
modifying a server running the videogame Rust utilizing Oxide plugin framework as a primary
interface attempting to answer these questions. We build upon the central concept of getting
measurable reactions from ESP cheaters different enough from normal gameplay behavior that
it becomes viable to enforce the game’s rules based on the difference. Within this project, we
detail three distinct attempts to answer these questions with varying degrees of success. Our
methods show some promise but the central research questions remain unanswered.
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Introduction

The objective of this project is to explore the idea of chaffing[1] Extra sensory perception (ESP)
hacks. Chaffing is a countermeasure employed by military aircraft to thwart early warning
systems like radar and also direct threat from radar guided missiles. In its earlier forms chaff
consisted of aluminum foil cut to half the length of the opponents radar system wavelength.
Dispersed at altitude it left a radar system unable to distinguish between aircraft and the cloud
of signals generated by the radar’s waves bouncing off the foil strips. The concept is to send
information to a games client interlaced false information. The false information should be
indistinguishable from information the client receives normally. With the goal of speeding up the
process of detecting passive hacks like the ESP method.

In previous work in the field cheat detection[2], it is well documented how difficult it is for game
developers to prevent cheating. From the moment when an exploit is discovered in a games
codebase, to the time it is patched up by its developers can take weeks or even months.
Although the document is a time capsule it’s introduction remains true even today. A recent
whitepaper by trend micro research[3], on the future of hacking and cheating in e-sports, states
that all indications are the problem will continue to worsen as motivators like prize money
continue to grow. The whitepaper is written before covid-19 pandemic, which resulted in
unpredicted interest and a boom in the both gaming and e-sports[4] industry, explained by the
restrictions put in place on traditional sports and sporting events.

Detecting and preventing ESP hacking efficiently is unsolved, this cheat is not apparent from the
player’s behavior at a glance. Today's countermeasures rely on reviewing reports from other
players that feel cheated. Developers receive many cases of false reports from players, the
player is truthfully reporting what he perceives as cheating. In many of these cases the player is
a victim of annoying but normal circumstances like peekers advantage[5].

Peekers advantage is a term used to describe aggressive behavior in players relying on the fact
that it takes longer for a stationary player to perceive and react to an opponent than the same
opponent rushing around a corner or ducking out of cover. This is based on the limitations of
two clients connecting to a central server. It takes a shorter time to send instructions to the
server than it takes the server to forward them to another client. To compensate the clients in
layman’s terms engage in creative writing. Compensating for the drawbacks of latency, this does
not become apparent to the player unless the network connection is so bad that the predictive
extrapolation that the client uses to cover up for the lack of new information breaks.

Observed side by side from both perspectives of an engagement player one hears player two
running down a hallway. Player one braces his firearm and vaults out of cover to kill player two.
Player two hears the audio cues from player one and reactively throws himself on the ground.
Both players fire indiscriminately at each other. Due to network latency pllayer one never sees
that player two has thrown himself on the ground and keeps firing at the still-standing player
two[6].
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Understanding of networked systems among the average player is limited. When a player loses
to an opponent that he perceives shot him before coming around a corner, understandably he
will report cheating given the option. It is difficult for a player to tell the difference between faults
in networking and cheating. Making cheat detection based on one player’s perspective, is
labor-intensive and inefficient.

Latency plays a large role in the outcome of two players fighting in a networked games
environment. Game developers choose to make the client extrapolate because it makes the
game appear pleasantly fluid. Perpetuating the illusion that the game is responsive to input.
Latency is not noticeable until another player is encountered. The player encountered can jitter
across the screen in small but noticeable stutters making tracking with a mouse hard because
the stutters are not deterministic.

The alternative choice is making the client truthful, revealing to the player that the game is not
as real-time as developers make it look as the jitters are now on your own character and the
opponent as well. Online video games are complicated state machines receiving input from
multiple sources that are not updated deterministically, the client must still make the game look
logical and fluid so guesswork is employed to fill in the gaps. This works most of the time but
when it doesn't it is a source of frustration for the player.

Automating the process of detecting cheaters is needed, since basing it on observation from
players alone is not adequate. Employing obscured or invisible objects to bait reactions out of
players could present a novel way of catching cheaters and deterring the behavior. In this
project, we explore avenues with that intention in mind.

The first iteration of the concept is sending false player information to a games client that would
not render normally. This does require altering the client to correctly deal with such packets.
Resulting in a cheater reading network traffic to detect players will see apparitions appearing
alongside normal players, since the aforementioned ghosts are only visible for players with
unfairly acute awareness of their surroundings. Cheaters reacting to these ghosts, not
observable with an unmodified client, will be caught cheating as a consequence.

With no access to a suitable games source code we had to make do with a server side plugin
framework and an unmodified client, consequently we focused our efforts on server and normal
gameplay functions. We attempt to incorporate similar methods due to the restraints inherited
from using an unaltered client.
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Background

Cheating in computer games is as old as the games themselves. As soon as the first games
were developed, players started tearing games down and figuring out what made them work.
These same people then devised ways to change or affect the game's inner workings. This was
not then seen as a particular issue for competitive gaming, because competitive gaming at the
time involved sitting next to each other so cheaters got caught quite fast. However, when the
same methods were applied to massively multiplayer online games, they became more
problematic. Making games enjoyable for their players is the source of its monetary value.
Unenjoyable gaming experiences occur when some players are cheating and other players are
powerless to stop this from happening.

Several widely known forms of cheating in online games:

1. Wallhacking which gives you the ability to see through walls, it can be beneficial to know
where the enemy is about to turn up by pre-aiming to that location, taking the need for
reaction time out of the equation.

2. Aimbot lets the computer do the aiming for you, this helps with precision and accuracy.
3. Extrasensory perception gives extra information about the player that should not be

accessible with normal gameplay.

Extrasensory perception(ESP) the one we focus on in our efforts. It is a method where a player
is overlaying information gathered from the game's environment to get a real-time update of all
players in his environment. It is similar to another technique known as wallhacking in nature but
differs in its implementation. Wallhacking is done by altering what the graphics card renders,
making parts of the game’s environment, such as the walls invisible or transparent. This allows
the cheater to see where everyone on the map is and can ambush and shoot them through the
walls or doors in the game's environment. ESP does not alter the game's environment. Instead
of removing textures or altering the opacity of objects inside the game, ESP utilizes extra
information harvested from the game’s data memory or intercepted and interpreted from
network traffic to create an overlay over the game’s window in real-time, rendering textures or
skeletons over the opponent’s models on the offending player's game screen. In some cases
altering the color of the texture drawn depends on if the unlucky player is behind obscuring
cover, or out in the open. ESP relies on a source of information that can then be used to
highlight opponents in the environment of the game.

Cheaters also use methods to obfuscate their software inside the drivers of the operating
system to minimize the risk of an anti-cheat detecting them. Older versions of anti-cheats ran at
the operating system's user-level making it easy for hackers to entirely avoid them by making
the cheats work on driver level(ring 1). The anti-cheat industry caught on and moved their
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subroutines into the kernel level (ring 0) [7]. This means if there is a possible exploitable bug in
the anti-cheat itself it has more access to the computer's resources than the computer’s own
drivers. This raises the ethical question, should a service provided to play a computer game be
allowed to regulate what type of operating system the user plays on? Battleye does not allow
modified windows kernels[8]. Despite this escalation in user privileges for anti-cheats, cheating
still thrives. The cheat providers circumvent the privilege escalation by obfuscating their
programs inside signed drivers from reputable sources. The cost of deobfuscating such
implementations is computationally too costly in real-time. Even if there is a way of efficiently
deobfuscating malicious patterns inside of working drivers, the prevailing method is to work
using a proxy, a computer, or server that intercepts network packets, deciphers their contents,
and relays the gathered information to the cheater. Despite all the invasive techniques applied in
the pursuit of cheat prevention and monitoring, the hackers are still winning. It is evident that
this is an arms race.

Battlestate Game’s Escape from Tarkov(EFT) has a thriving market between players, trading
goods acquired by playing the game using the in-game currency. There is a market for in-game
goods and currency, paid with real money outside the game. Once Battlestate Games realized
this, they modified the player market so that it became difficult for the cheaters to trade directly
with other players and limited the amounts of items players could bring from their inventory into
a session[9]. This momentarily curtailed the real money trade, at least until cheaters switched to
selling their time as mercenaries[10] to circumvent this. This means players can pay a hacker to
join your team, they will kill everyone in the game session or act as a scout.

Compounding the game studio’s problems is that the sales of cheats is a booming business and
is scaling with the growth of the games industry. The market value of the game industry in 2021
is around $173 billion[11]. This year, Chinese authorities executed a sting operation inside China
targeting one of the better-known cheat providers and seized assets worth around $46
million[12].

Selling cheats is not the only way to make money by cheating. In games where there is real
monetary value behind the in-game resources, there are those who make a living selling them,
and banning them just sets them back the price of buying a new account. This makes the
practice of delaying game bans currently employed by some anti-cheats impractical. In practice,
it just gives the hacker more time to make money before the inevitable ban. Game studios to
some extent control what features are in use from the outsourced anti-cheat, the temptation to
let the cheater continue his practice for a few days before banning, catching more using the
same method of cheating is understandable. It still gives extra time for cheaters making money
from the practice, making the game unenjoyable for players caught in the cheater’s path for the
duration.

Today’s stark reality is that providing cheats is a professional industry fueled by countless
players aiming to improve their statistics. Detecting and banning these cheaters as fast as
possible becomes a priority. This is easier said than done, players are banned based on their
hardware signature and IP address. Cheaters spoof hardware signatures and connect by proxy,
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making bans based on hardware ineffective. This makes it important to find new and inventive
ways to combat cheating.

Methodology
In our project we needed a game to base our experiments on,ideally with server-side access.
The preferred game for our research was EFT, but Battlestate games provide and run their own
servers, making EFT unsuitable. After discounting the possibility of using the community-made
version singleplayer EFT because it is based on the game’s offline mode and despite the fact it
replicates an inventory system, it is completely offline. Because EFT and Rust are both Unity
based 3d shooting games we looked at Rust instead. Initially, Rust did not look suitable because
it does not have any character progression and lacks an exploitable economy, however it has
unforgiving gameplay along with a permanent loss of resources. Rusts developer Facepunch
Studios provides a set of files to host dedicated servers for anyone interested, provided with
Steam’s console application.

From the perspective of someone looking at the games being played without knowing too much.
Rust is an open-world single instance server, the players share the same persistent server.
There can be many servers but a single instance hosts up to 500 players concurrently. EFT is a
game of instanced short matches in a world held together by an inventory system. The inventory
is persistent but the combat part of the game is played on smaller maps with only 6-20 players
and limited by a match timer.

As we needed a testbed to implement our ideas and control over the environment, having a
physical server residing in the same space is attractive even though the game is fundamentally
different. From a security standpoint having physical access means control. To make it even
more attractive we discovered, Rust has an active community of people developing plugins that
are available online1 with open source code and forum posts to aid in development.

The project is limited in scope taking place over three months coinciding with other studies.
Making Rust an attractive proposal despite the differences between the two games. Initially we
thought the anti-cheat would pose a hindrance in our efforts but using Oxide the plugin
framework developed for Rust and other Unity titles avoided circumventing that altogether since
it modifies the server. We refrained from altering the client, with that we avoided the anti-cheat.

We used the Oxide framework to interface with the server while it was running. Since a
multiplayer game is a real time system our debugging was done with prints to console on the
live server itself. Since we were using a running server that could be updtated  periodically by
the game developers, this added a level of uncertainty to our testing. Properly testing requires
two participants since most of our solutions needed to work with more than one player. We
remained within the boundaries of developing our solution as a plugin for Rust deployed with

1 https://umod.org/games
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Oxide, since many of the functions in C# are forbidden Oxide framework sandboxes some of C#
core libraries due to security concerns. Oxide compiles the plugins into a running server and will
not compile anything that includes forbidden namespaces. Namely a lot of things from the
system library, as detailed in the figure below.

Oxide limitations on system libraries

Not allowed Exception Exception Exception

IO Binary.Reader&Writer Memorystream Stream

Net IPEndPoint,IPadress Sockets.SocketFlags DNS

Security Cryptography

Threading Interlocked

Diagnostics Stopwatch

Runtime.InteropServices

Timers

Reflection

Oxide Framework

Oxide is a modding framework for Rust the game. It is made by hobbyists to introduce their own
modifications and changes to the official server code. These range from server administration
utilities to considerable changes to the functionality of the server. Introduced in 2013 it has
become the de facto standard for modifying Rust servers. We used oxide to modify server-side
behavior. Anything clientside is outside of Oxides capabilities. This means core game behavior
and mechanics are out of our control and everything that is written must use the existing client’s
functionality. Oxide is built loosely coupled and designed within the five SOLID2 principles. Oxide
is installed by overwriting multiple function libraries in an installed dedicated server. Oxide
introduces several new .dll files that expose the Rust servers functionality to modifications using
.dll injection and provides hundreds of hooks that can be used to interface with the Rust server.

2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SOLID
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Visual Studio 2019

We used VS2019 for all of our programming, as it could easily be set up with references to the
function libraries for the server and provided us with a good overview of Unity and Oxide
functions. With the use of the object browser it provides, we could trace objects and look at all
components, broadening our understanding of the functionality of the server.

UnityEngine

We used a server program officially provided by Facepunch games and modified it with Oxide.
The server is a compiled program downloaded through the steam console. It provides
executable and multiple function libraries in the form of .dll files. We also used Unity function
libraries from a different project to use those libraries like the UnityEngine.Physics module.

Dnspy

Dnspy is used to decompile .NET assemblies. We initially used it to decompile Rusts client to
gain insights into the client and server interaction. Then switched to using Visual studio 2019
built-in object browser. Since it provides the same functionality but with the ability to trace
functions in libraries we referenced.
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Methods
In this chapter, we will describe three distinct attempts that we developed to reveal if a person is
gaining an advantage over his competitors by utilizing information that they should not have.
The first method we tried was based around an unnaturally occurring object in-game. The
second method was to use inbuilt behavior from the game itself to obfuscate our monitoring
system. The third method revolves around using the players themselves and doing away with
the environment around them. Each method uses elements and learning from its predecessor
and tries to work around flaws encountered in earlier methods.

The NPC approach
The goal of this approach was to find a way to differentiate between normal and abnormal
player behavior by monitoring how a player approaches an object within the game. This defined
abnormal behavior as a player heading straight at an NPC3 that could not be seen normally. To
achieve this the NPC is placed behind a line of sight blocking terrain feature in the game's
environment obfuscating him from the player.

The plan outline:

4. Spawn an NPC with our detection mechanism attached
5. Hide the NPC behind a line of sight blocking object
6. Make the NPC look like a player
7. Monitor a players heading directly at the NPC

We used a plugin that is called HumanNpc4 for Oxide as a starting point. HumanNPC
implements two hooks we used named OnEnterNPC and OnLeaveNpc. OnEnterNPC is
activated when a players collider enters a predetermined zone defined as a radius around the
NPC. When a player enters this zone, the event is used to spawn a pair of point’s on either side
of the NPC. The NPC is standing between these two points and in the middle of the triangles
baseline, with the player that started the process forming the last point completing the initial
triangle. A second triangle originating from the same pair of points set to 75° angles from the
baseline of the original triangle. The second triangle is formed by these two angles meeting at
an undisclosed distance behind the triggering player and has the same baseline as the first. It is
there to determine if the player is still interesting over time.

4 https://umod.org/plugins/human-npc
3 Non Player Character
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An instance interaction class is then created storing both the points, a reference to the player´s
object and the NPCs object. This object is then evaluated every 300ms and updated with the
players new location relevant to the NPC. If the player heads 12° away from either side of the
NPC they would eventually cross either side of the outer triangle stopping the process. Using
both corners of the triangles baseline and the player as the third point, we could then determine
if the player was heading off to either side of the NPC or directly at it. We consequently defined
angles where the player was not of interest anymore and stopped monitoring if that threshold
was crossed. The initial threshold was set at 75°, as an arbitrary starting point. If the player left
the tracking zone of the outer triangle he was considered to be playing normally and therefore
not of interest. This was achieved by checking if either corner on the base of the inner triangle
was larger than 75°.

This is based on a somewhat naive assumption that a person using ESP behaves like a
heat-seeking missile. Obviously, this may not be true for all cases and there are guides on how
to play with a ESP and not get caught5. We also assumed that not all cheaters read guides. This
alone is not enough to determine if a player is cheating, our intent was to flag such behavior for
further inspection in order to keep tabs on repeated behavior[2].

5 https://programminginsider.com/warzone-cheats-how-to-stay-undetected-when-usingthem/
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Npc Approach data flow diagram

This was a stepping stone towards mocking the NPC as a character and making it a desirable
target. A lynchpin in the method was to make the NPC seem like a player model, unfortunately
we subsequently discovered that an NPC is based on the BasePlayer object and can not be
mocked up as a real player using this plugin.

We observed that the HumanNpc plugin uses the IDs to differentiate between players and
NPCs. Modifying this behavior so that the NPC should be allocated a steamID instead of the
shorter NpcID returned an ID that was both shorter and not based on the input entered.
Modifying this in the HumanNpc code yielded the same result. Although we did not find out the
exact reason, we can say with certainty that it is not the HumanNpc plugin that is responsible. It
seems that the Steam authentication service for players playing on the server may have caused
issues with our attempt to overwrite the ID into 64 bit SteamID. The best result obtained made
the NPC disappear from ESP but it, never appeared as a mock player character.

The ESP used was the AdminRadar6 plugin that resides on the server and has access to all
networkable objects on it. AdminRadar is widely used by Rust server administrators to monitor
players on their servers. We found other limitations with AR, it is outdated and did not show
sharks, since sharks were added to the game after AR was developed. AR caches every known
networkable entity on the server upon initialisation of the plugin. We attempted to rebrand the
NPC with AR not initialized as a plugin on the server, initializing it when the NPC had already
been rebranded, exploring a theory that the NPC was already present in the AR cache, but the
NPC still did not appear like a player.

6 https://umod.org/plugins/admin-radar
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After this discovery we believed we could not make the NPC look enticing enough for malicious
players to pay attention to it. However, this does not make the method useless. Since a game
studio with the server's source code could easily make this work. To explore further we decided
to try to find a better wrapper to deliver our payload with.

l

i
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The Supply Crate approach

After gaining an understanding of how Rust works we needed a new way to put our ideas into
the gameworld. As our first method of using obfuscated non-player characters failed, as we
could not devise a way to obfuscate the character object. We needed another object to attach it
to. Making the bait appear natural was of utmost importance.

We then noticed that there is a supply drop crate in the game that is periodically dropped from
an airplane. The supply crate is desirable for most of the player base and is a constant cause of
player versus player fighting. The drawback is that it is globally visible but we did not know that
initially. The first method could not be used unaltered since the behavior we track with it is the
default behavior for players approaching the supply crate. We needed something to distinguish
between player normal behavior and the behaviors of someone with information that they
shouldn't have.

Second plan outline:

1. Make the airplane drop 3 crates instead of one
2. Attach our trigger mechanism onto the added crates
3. Make the ringer crates drop instantly
4. Track players that go after ringer

Implementation
Conveniently we could get new supply crates on demand since the game provides a smoke
signal that calls in a supply drop. At first, we figured out that the signal would scatter the airdrop
from the original placement of the smoke signal in a radius of 20m. This was something that we
needed to change for consistency so we programmed the airdrop to drop in the same position
always. We also noticed that we could modify the latitude and longitude to get the crate to land
deterministically, but we could not change its initial altitude.

On landing, the crate changes state from having a parachute, which disappears once the crate
touches the ground. It does not disappear if it lands on something else like another crate. It also
then becomes lootable by players on the ground. AdminRadar only detected the crate at around
400m but we could see players at 500m. We needed to know that the supply crate had a
working collider while in the air. We set the airdrop position next to a lighthouse that is
approximately 100m tall, then used a rifle with a scope and incendiary ammunition to confirm
that the airdrop crate was fully materialized in mid-air. Incendiary ammo has a feature where it
ricochets and launches a fireball 1 in 5 occasions. Then one of us observed the drop with
binoculars looking for ricocheting bullets from the crate mid-air, while the other one fired from
ground level, extending our visual range. This confirmed our hypothesis that the crate is globally
visible, and is the same object from the moment it starts descending. This means that a person
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using an ESP that intercepts network traffic will know of a supply crate anytime anywhere on the
map.

If the supply crate had a smaller visible radius we could theoretically drop more of them and in
such a way that it could be snuck into the plane's path and spawned on the ground. This would
be linked to the original and the one that drops from the plane naturally. Then a player finding
those crates could be considered cheating if they never saw them dropping, and just heads
straight for it from a long distance. Another tangent is spawning player backpacks around the
suspect once he has looted the bait boxes but out of his vision cone. This could confirm that he
went the most efficient path to the bait box, but this in itself proves nothing. Getting the player to
loot a much smaller but yet desirable object right after would provide additional information.
These backpacks spawn when a player dies and their corpse rots away. If the cheater is alone
he will not notice backpacks spawning, making the first box slightly delayed in despawning upon
being looted, the cheater could be directed towards the new bait. This however only works in a
vacuum with nobody else observing it happening.

We went back to the drawing board as we had assumed that the crate would have some limit on
visibility beyond intervening terrain when landed. We found a way to make the air supply crate
being globally visible an advantage.

Third plan outline:

1. Deliver our trigger to the real supply crate.
2. Clone the supply crate upon looting.
3. Put the clone under the terrain mesh.
4. Track the area around the second crate once the looting player had left.
5. Catch players trying to find a technically invisible crate.
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The Supply crate approach data flow diagram

Implementation II

Having established an established enough understanding of the fundamentals regarding how
airdrops worked, we started attempts to materialize new supply crates where our original had
landed. This turned out to be very difficult since the supply crate requires you to network it to
every client and that does not happen by default.

We found the Unity object responsible for the supply crate, usually called a prefab, and used
that to instantiate and flag our new creation as active. But then the instantiated crate was still
invisible. It transpired that the box that we were trying to replicate was being spawned. We
observed the second crate would land exactly on top of the first, except not visible. Since we
were only spawning one airdrop at a time this wasn't apparent. It made it look like nothing we
were doing to replicate the box worked. It did not appear until the server randomly spawned one
for us. That crate spawned normally but since we had hardcoded its drop location it looked like it
bounced in mid-air on an invisible box meaning that we had created something there but it
wasn't networked to us.

One possibility to explore is whether information about the invisible crate is being sent to our
client but not being sent from the CPU running on the machine to the graphics card. We did not
explore this avenue since deciphering the network traffic to find that particular crate due to time
constraints. Rusts network traffic is encrypted and we had not looked at it. If the crate is being
sent over the wire but not being rendered it could indeed be used to tell the difference between
players seeing it despite it not being rendered.
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One method of hiding things in Rust is to stop sending updates to clients which effectively
de-networks the object. This can be done to player objects keeping them hidden from other
clients. It is implemented to save on processing time by removing the player’s not visible to the
client in question. In older versions of the game, this created considerable frame drops resulting
from the client loading players that were inside buildings. If we could figure out how to reveal the
crate we had a perfect way to hide them. We built scaffolding around our airdrop zone, then we
programmed our second box to spawn 100m above the initial one. Then we called in a second
airdrop once the first one had landed. effectively forcing a ghost crate to land in controlled
circumstances, allowing us to observe a crate stacking on top of it.

Our next move was to try and make the same box be cloned upon being looted and place itself
under the map, thereby acting as a beacon for cheaters until a new airdrop comes onto the
map. This is where having the crate globally visible becomes useful. We planned to use the
ocean reference to make the crate float to stop it from falling out of bounds. The map has the
ocean layer everywhere and we have seen a modification that makes these air supply crates
float, the normal behavior is they sink but generally the map is more than 2m above ocean level
except a few meters from the beaches. Unfortunately using the normal airdrop mechanism as a
part of a bait operation isn't practical since it is such a rare occurrence only happening
approximately once an hour. Meaning the trap exposure is quite small and conditional.

Despite our best effort, we could not overcome the fact that the default behavior is that a new
airdrop always spawns in the air, it can not be put lower than 330m. Meaning multiple boxes are
out of the question. If we manage to put the box under the map terrain mesh. We also worried
that even if we succeeded the server would destroy the placed crate as a default behavior. This
can be observed in the console periodically. This made this approach impractical.
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The Player Approach
The player-to-player method operates in
real-time. Implementing it presents
additional obstacles since latency and the
combined round trip time of the players
can and will interfere. The reasoning
behind this idea was to have a natural
behavioral detection mechanism that
would not necessarily be game-specific
and could be utilized in other unity-based
games. Utilizing the differences in size
between the networking range of the
player illustrated in yellow and the
theoretical observation range illustrated in
red we thought it possible to illustrate
behavioral differences between someone
who is using the networking range to
render players in his environment. Leaving
out the edge-case of sound effects attracting the player and other players relaying information
over voice comms. Both cases could lead to false positives in a naive implementation, we
thought it plausible to look at the behavior from a player perceived to be chasing someone from
a long distance.  The difference between the two circles illustrates that there is plenty of
headroom for checks before an engagement, to deem it worthy of further inspection. Inside the
red zone itself depending on what happened in the preceding yellow zone further checks can be
implemented.

We added a trigger component to all players when they connect to the server. Every player
object uses a capsule collider, Unity forbids using more than one collider of the same type on
the same object. When a player gets within a predetermined radius of another player it will
create an instance of a collision. Each player pair has one collision instance as long as they are
within the distance threshold. After the collision is made, the position of the players is recorded
periodically and a directional vector is calculated from the previous position to the current
position to determine which direction the player is currently moving in.
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Fourth plan outline:

1. Attach a triggering mechanism to every player
2. Trigger is when a player enters the zone surrounding another player
3. Log both of the player’s headings over time.
4. Observe if either of the players are reacting to the other player’s movements
5. Confirm that this is happening outside rendering distance

We measured the rendering distance for a player as 210m unassisted, and 310m with a scope
or binoculars, suggesting that any abnormal movement patterns outside of those ranges could
indicate that the player would be cheating. There is a range difference of 190 meters between
when a player is added to another player's network list and when he is observable with a scope
or binoculars. This is the area we are interested in.

The Unity game engine has a built-in layering system, which consists of 32 bits and each bit
represents a boolean value. In Rusts case, only 29 of those layers are in active use. With a
bitmask, we can select which layer we want our trigger to check. Examples of layers are trees,
players, and animals.

On the base player object, there is a function called IsPlayerVisibleToUs, this function takes a
layer mask and a base player object, it measures if a player has anything between himself and
his target. It has the drawback of not being directional, that is it will tell you if someone is behind
you, if that someone has no intervening terrain feature to block line of sight. It uses the network
lists since it works outside of rendering distance. On its own, it is not a useful measurement but
combined with our vector it could be used to confirm that the player could not see his target and
yet was still reacting to it.

We intended to use this function once the player had come within rendering range. As the
function is a raycast it is expensive to use so we intended to use it sparingly. Another way of
using that function would be to spawn a sphere collider of the same size as maximum rendering
distance and have that sphere collider reside in a layer not currently used by anything else.
Using the sphere collider to limit the range of the function, we could then confirm that the player
is chasing someone they should not know is there by observation. A possibility to limit the
drawback of IsPlayerVisibleToUs infinite range a sphere collider could be used to enforce a limit.
The collider would reside in a layer not used by anything else and its only purpose is to validate
that the player is indeed hidden behind an obstacle or out of normal rendering range.
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Class diagram of the player method:

Measurements were taken through the trigger and saved in a collision class. The collision
instances were saved in a global dictionary. Those measurements were then copied into a
ResolverSingleton, which is a single class instance that handles all calculations to split up the
program's functionality, to find the overall orientation of the player headings.
This was done by gathering the initial, previous and current position of the players and
calculating a directional vector. Using a global dictionary keyed using a combined steamID
string of a pair of players and its value a collision class, a datastructure designed to maintain all
relevant information for the pair of players colliding.

We had already run into a fisher consensus problem relating to two colliders being read in the
same instance, which we “solved” by slowing down the repeated invoke. To avoid this
happening again,we copied the global dictionary into a new local dictionary that would eliminate
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the problem of a class editing the data at the same time that we were reading from it, causing
issues.

This could very quickly become taxing since there is a possible unique interaction between
every pair of players. For load balancing we intended to scale the speed of the resolver using
the number of interactions happening, making it go slower with more things happening. Our
theory is that older collisions would be less interesting than new collisions since they had been
in our data structure for some time without making any progress on identifying if the player’s
behaviors were abnormal (like moving aggressively towards the other player or showing many
indications he knows he is there), yet we didn’t want them to be discarded by deleting it, since
something interesting might still happen because the player could just be distracted by some
outside stimulus. We also foresaw that we would need to use some clustering method to
remove constant interactions by friendly players. Using the inbuilt group’s function and player
relation settings could have been a good starting point.
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Evaluation
Our testing phase was primarily to test the basic functionality of the plugin and not for server
implementation purposes with multiple user tests over an extended period of time.

Testing for the NPC approach was done by planting an NPC and having a player run towards
him. Once the player entered the NPCs trigger detection radius the hook OnEnterNPC was
called and an interaction instance was created between the NPC and the player. This interaction
was stored in a global data structure that holds information on all interactions between a player
and the NPCs he is currently interacting with.

Once the interaction had been created, the objective was to figure out if the algorithm could
detect if the directional movement of the player was towards the NPC or not, the player would
run away from the player calling the hook OnLeaveNPC and the interaction would get removed.
Next the player would try to run towards either side of the NPC, and the detection mechanism
would detect that the player is not running towards the NPC and break. When the player would
run in front of the NPC in circles, he was still being detected as he had not left the detection
area. Finally the player tried running towards the NPC which the function picked up on and
flagged the player (in our case it was a simple console message but this type of flag could be
anything).

A small load test was done by creating 20 NPCs and having them interact with 2 players at the
same time. This turned out to have little to no impact on the server after having it run for a while.

Tests done on the supply crate approach were first performed by checking if the global crate
was an actual game object or just a dummy texture falling (Could’ve been the case since having
less materialized objects globally could potentially increase performance). We had read about
how the developers of Rust use different objects as  trees from far away to increase
performance.  We confirmed it was the same crate since bullets would cause sparks on the
crates that were not within rendering distance of the player implying that the object is actually
there (because otherwise, the bullets would fly through the air) and would not simply be
materialized when in rendering distance.

The rendering distance measurement tool we used was the AminRadar. The idea was that
when the crate object came within 400m range of the player, the AR picked up on it by showing
the object's name, the distance to it, and how many items were in it.

Our solutions were left running sometimes for two consecutive days. Not creating any drastic
error running overnight, in cases this was triangulating animals or creating interactions. it
showed no actual effect on the server console garbage collection statistic, nor did it have any
effect on the amount of memory our server was using observed in windows task manager. First
iterations had some impact on memory but none on the framerate displayed in the console. We
did not see any real indication that our methods were adversely affecting the server.
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Conclusion and future work
The intended purpose of this project was to explore ideas formulated on the concept of
differentiating between a cheater and normal gameplay using selective stimulus introduced by
various methods. If successful, difficult cheating detection could be automated to a larger extent.

Currently, ESP cheaters are hard to differentiate from normal gameplay using statistics and
behavioral analysis alone. We intended to see if this could be addressed by introducing baits
intended to draw forward the difference using the game’s environment.

Towards that aim, we laid forth three methods with varying degrees of success and in cases
serious drawbacks.

Examining the NPC approach, our main hindrance was technical and mostly resulted from
limited access to the necessary resources to implement it properly, game studios suffering none
of our limitations should being able to test this method in their environment with reasonably
limited effort.

Making objects that are sent over the network but not visible to normal players, appearing only
to cheaters reading network traffic, we deem it at least plausible that detection methods similar
to ours could be utilized with success.

NPCs could be programmed to avoid player contact and hiding in the games environment made
to look like a player or even made invisible with only the object sent over network traffic or put
into memory, making it hard to differentiate it from traffic sent by the server to inform the client
other players residing in the same map. Players who move, shoot or interact with them could
then be promptly looked at and banned.

In cases where there are multiple game sessions with the same player base interacting with
them in timed instances. Players with a high suspicion score could be funneled into matches
where every other player is a disguised NPC parading as a player with the intent of avoiding
direct human contact.

Examining the supply crate approach, this is not specific for a supply crate, it can be applied to
any desirable event or entity in a game preferably not something that is globally visible. The
stationary dummy targets are not visible to the normal player. When a player runs towards
unrendered objects that are networked, is quite suspicious. This could happen by accident but
repeated instances should mean a ban could be automated.

The player-detecting player approach is unfortunately almost impossible to achieve. Simply
because ther is no control over the player’s actions whereas in other methods the human
element remains singular. There is a flaw that needs to be addressed in the player method,
players tend to be drawn to gunshots and explosions. That means a player approaching
someone from a distance is not abnormal in itself since sounds can be heard over longer
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distances than players are rendered. So this has to be checked off before jumping to
conclusions.

Sounds could also be used as a tool in detecting cheaters. Sounds being perceived by a player
that is already heading towards his victim should react to gunshots and similar stimuli.  It
warrants further research exploring audio and the reactions to them that could be fingerprinted
and used to further differentiate between ESP cheaters and players. A player known to be
aggressive will head towards gunshots hoping to catch some of the action. Players more
cautious generally try to avoid gunshots. A ESP might prefer ocular stimulus to guide his
in-game actions over the pair of auditory apparatuses flanking the cerebrum.
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